
 

The first season of Friends is a good way to start the binge watch on Netflix. However, Netflix does not have all ten seasons on DVD or downloading. If you want to be able to watch it with your family, try Amazon Video which has all ten seasons as well as the extra episodes from season 10-12. Amazon Prime offers more than 80,000 movies and TV Shows for streaming and home delivery costs $99 a
year or $19/month which makes getting this series really affordable. Amazon Video also has some great extras from shows like Friends including behind-the-scenes footage and interviews with the cast members of the show. Video resolution: 480p (SDTV) or 720p (HDTV) Audio: English Format: .mp4 (H.264) and .m4v (Apple video) Amazon Prime, aka Amazon Video, offers more than 80,000
movies and TV Shows for streaming and home delivery costs $99 a year or $19/month which makes getting this series really affordable. Amazon Video also has some great extras from shows like Friends including behind-the-scenes footage and interviews with the cast members of the show.

Video resolution: 480p (SDTV) or 720p (HDTV) Audio: English Format: . mp4 (H.264) and .m4v (Apple video) Video resolution: 480p (SDTV) or 720p (HDTV) Audio: English Format: .mp4 (H.264) and .m4v (Apple video)

Video resolution: 480p (SDTV) or 720p (HDTV) Audio: English Format: H.264 (.mp4), Apple video (.m4v); Download speeds of Amazon Video are limited to 1,500 kbit/s, currently assigned to SD resolutions only, may vary per Amazon Video content. Video resolution: 480p (SDTV) or 720p (HDTV) Infos: English Format: .mp4 (H.264) and .m4v (Apple video); Download speeds of Amazon Video
are limited to 1,500 kbit/s, currently assigned to SD resolutions only, may vary per Amazon Video content.

Video resolution: 480p (SDTV) or 720p (HDTV) Audio: English Format: H.264 (.mp4), Apple video (. m4v); Download speeds of Amazon Video are limited to 1,500 kbit/s, currently assigned to SD resolutions only, may vary per Amazon Video content. Video resolution: 480p (SDTV) or 720p (HDTV) Infos: English Format: .mp4 (H.264) and .m4v (Apple video); Download speeds of Amazon Video
are limited to 1,500 kbit/s, currently assigned to SD resolutions only, may vary per Amazon Video content.

Video resolution: 480p (SDTV) or 720p (HDTV) Audio: English Format: H.264 (.
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